
United Small Bugs Become Visionary Monsters!



We are an Audio-visual Production and Media Transmission 
company based in Oeiras. Thanks to our in-house structure (studios 
and team), we create diverse kinds of audio-visual contents, always 
in creative way, while still being punctual and maintaining quality.

The connection between our departments is what makes the magic 
happen. When our team comes together, we can come up with the 
best solutions for our partners. 

Our unique way of working also allowed us to be the first Portuguese 
studio to be officially approved as a Netflix partner. Currently, we have 
a considerable portfolio of projects in dubbing, subtitling, and 
audio-visual productions. 

WHO ARE WE? 



SOME CLIENTS



DEPARTMENTS

PRODUCTION CREATIVITY ANIMATION

AUDIO TRANSLATION EDUCATIONALVIDEO



EVENT PROMOTION | CASTINGS | 
STUDIOS LEASING | EQUIPMENTS

Our production team is the heart of our company. 
They control, in an agile and efficient way, the 
workflow of every department, schedule castings, and 
they control the leasing of the studios and the usage of 
the audio-visual resources.

SKILLS

WACKY ANTS

PRODUCTION



CRIATIVITY 

WHIMSY BUTTERFLY

SKILLS
CREATIVE WRITING | SCRIPTS | 
FILM DIRECTING | GRAPHIC DESING

This team masters the art of telling stories and 
of conveying messages in an unforgettable way 
for all fields, like corporate brands, TV, online, 
and many others.



ANIMATION

BYPOLAR LADYBUGS

A team that takes care of animation of any kind, be it 
the traditional, 2D, 3D, and stop motion. With a 
tremendous creativity, they are always available to 
make any content more whimsical and fun.

SKILLS
2D ANIMATION | 3D ANIMATION | 
STOP MOTION



VIDEO

CUT MANTIS

Our video bugs have multifunctioning viewing 
abilities and can capture amazing images 
tridimensionally and in 360º. Furthermore, they cut 
and edit any audio-visual material in the most 
precise of ways.

SKILLS
4K VIDEO RECORDING | 360º AND VR | 
CHROMA KEY



Happy and inventive the cricket offers sonic 
characteristics to every single image you may throw at 
him: Publicity, Institutional or Animation Music & Effects 
are common tasks.

SKILLS
STUDIO & FIELD RECORDING |  
TV SOUND DESIGN | LIVE ON TAPE |
MIXING 5.1

AUDIO

FOLEY THE CRICKET



Our in-house translation team is attentive to cultu-
ral, custom, and regional differences in language, 
as well as to the accessibility of the source and  
target languages, in order to guarantee that they 
maintain both the quality and the message in all of 
our projects.

SKILLS
DIFFERENT LANGUAGES | SUBTITLING | 
AUDIODESCRIPTION

TRANSLATION

SUBTLE FLEA



EDUCATIONAL

PUNDIT SPIDER

SKILLS
WORKSHOPS | MASTERCLASSES

Through workshops and masterclasses, we open our 
doors to you, so that you can come on over and visit 
our studios and have the chance to learn how our 
professionals work. 



PORTFOLIO

We currently have a considerable portfolio of dubbing, 
subtitling and audiovisual production work.

Buggin Media's team delivers their best on each project, day 
after day. A posture that allows us to affirm ourselves as 
one of the main audiovisual producers in the national 
market and as a preference of the main players in the 
audiovisual industry at the international level.



Client: SIC | Dubbing | 2022



Client: Amazon Prime Video | Dubbing | 2022



Client: Netflix | Dobragem | 2022



Client: RTP2 | Subtitling and VoiceOver | 2022



Client: Salesianos do Estoril| Creativity and VoiceOver | 2022

https://youtu.be/5z5lqU4QJXk


Client: Jornal Record | Creativity | 2016/2017

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DLLQGhkzeU0


@bugginmedia

Buggin Media

bugginmedia.com

/bugginmedia/

Cátia Santos
csantos@bugginmedia.com
+351 910 929 868

Marília Raimundo
mraimundo@bugginmedia.com
+351 927 589 378


